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Abstract 

 

Mining Numerical Association Rule using Genetic 

Algorithm 

 

 

Since the introduction, association rule mining technique became the most famous and 

widely used data mining technique because of its simplified nature of solution that it 

generates. Because of its robustness of deriving associations among various attributes 

of dataset it is used in various application areas for decision making, detection and 

prediction etc. Although the technique seems to be very easy in starting, especially 

when dealing with categorical data but becomes quite complex when it’s time to deal 

with numeric data because of its diversity. This work is done to deal with problem of 

association rule mining from numeric data in an efficient way and aimed to generate 

more interesting rules from the dataset. For accomplishing this task we have used a 

well-known machine algorithm i.e. genetic algorithm as the base of the solution to this 

problem. Genetic algorithm is selected for this task because of its nature of self-

improving and ability to handle large solution set. Here we have proposed two 

algorithm based on genetic algorithm with slight differences. These algorithms are also 

implemented and tested on various datasets and a comparison between proposed and 

existing work has also been illustrated.   

 

Keywords: Association rule mining, decision making, Categorical data, numeric 

dataset, Genetic Algorithm 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW  

Large amounts of data are being collected routinely in the task of day-to-day 

management and decision building in banking, business, administration, the delivery of 

social and health services, works related to environmental protection, handling security 

and in politics. Such data are primarily used for accounting service such as decision 

building, prediction, etc. to users of the system, later it can be used for maintenance in 

long term. Typically, data sets to be considered for this task are very large and 

constantly growing and contain a large number of complex dimensionality. While these 

data sets reflect properties of the managed subjects and relations between them, and are 

thus potentially of some use to their owner, but they often have relatively less useful 

information as compared to its volume. Therefore, someone who wants relevant 

information from such big dataset need to have a robust, efficient, simple and 

computationally efficient algorithm to extract information from such datasets.  

      The creation, validation and improvement of such algorithms and make it 

understandable to user are the key activities of data mining since a long, which is 

completely dedicated to discovering of useful, hidden information from the ocean of 

data. That too retrieving that information efficiently has to be the key concern of data 

mining because it is the efficiency of the process that will actually makes the process 

implementable in real life. Various available data mining functions are classification, 

clustering, prediction, link analysis which benefits users of data handling for using large 

amount of data efficiently and also help them in deriving different type of inferences 

from such data. One of the important data mining tasks is mining association rules, 

which deals with finding IF-THEN rules by analyzing similarity between combinations 

of attributes of data. As it can be seen that IF-THEN rules are easy to understand and 

can be used in multiple applications for deriving inferences for relevant tasks, therefore 

generating such kind of rules is considered as an important task in data mining.  
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      To generate such algorithm in an efficient way one of the important subject of 

computer science also helps data mining, i.e. machine learning. Machine learning 

basically is a subject which keeps efficient solution of various general problems which 

can be used in any field of study such as data mining, optimization, information retrieval 

etc. We will also be using one of the machine learning technique in our work i.e. genetic 

algorithm. 

  

 1.2 MOTIVATION  

There is no doubt that association rule mining is an important task of data mining but 

generating rules from dataset is not that easy. To generate association rule one need to 

consider all possible combination of attributes of dataset to analysis relation between 

any set of attribute. With increase in number of attributes in datasets, possible 

combination also increases that too exponentially. Therefore association rule mining 

comes under category of NP-Hard problem because it has to generate and analyze a 

search space of 2n where n is the number of attributes in dataset. As number of attributes 

increases, search space also increases. And when the value of attributes are real 

numbers i.e. numeric dataset and that too are to be considered this task becomes more 

complex and computationally intensive. Thus the motivation of numeric association 

rule comes from the need of analyzing data for retrieving if-then rules from a dataset 

with attributes having real number values to use such rules for various purposes such 

as decision making, prediction, etc.  The main goal of generating rules from numeric 

dataset is to consider all possible and important correlation of various attributes in an 

efficient and faster way.  

           For example, consider a stationary shop maintaining logs of purchases of their 

customer such as customer 1 purchases a notebook and a pen, customer 2 purchases 2 

notebook and one pen and so on. Let, at the end of month manager of stationary shop 

wants to analyze the behavior of customer. At that point of time let say 1000 persons 

visited his shop in last month so he will be having a total of 1000 records. But generating 

any inference from such records will be difficult for the manager therefore he need to 

have some mechanism that can help him in generating some results which are easily 

manageable and understandable. This is a situation where association rule mining can 
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play an important role. Because information derived from numeric association rule 

mining is represented in the form:  

IF (2-5 Notebooks) are purchased        THEN (2-4 Pens) will be purchased.   OR  

IF (4-5 Books and 2-4 Notebooks) are purchased             THEN (7-10 Pencils) will be 

purchased.   

Which is easily understandable for the manager of stationary shop.  

          For generating such rules data mining will also require a help from the machine 

learning techniques which have solution to almost all possible problem which comes in 

computation results from computer. There are various algorithms and techniques 

available in machine learning among them we will be considering Genetic Algorithm.  

          The reason behind selecting genetic algorithm is that it interacts better with 

various attributes and performs a global search for generating result. General benefits 

of using genetic algorithm are:  

• It has capability of solving every optimization problem. It is said that genetic 

algorithm      always generates a result.  

• It can solve the problem having many solution and it can generate all such 

solutions.  

• It can solve a problem by taking into account multiple objectives and can 

optimize multiple objectives simultaneously.  

•   It is an easy to understand concept, without much of the domain knowledge 

it can generate results.  

 

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Formally the problem of mining numeric association rule can be described as:-  Given 

a set of records in dataset with some attributes. Find all the rules of the form: 

      attribute1[lb1,ub1],attribute2[lb2,ub2]             attribute3[lb3,ub3],attribue4[lb4,ub4].  

Which signifies if the value of attribute1 is between lb1-ub1, attribute2 is between lb2-

ub2 then the value of attribute3 will be between lb3-ub3 and attribute4 between lb4-
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ub4. For verifying the validity of such rules, the rules must satisfy some parameters 

which are called interestingness parameters in association rule mining context. Some 

of the predefined and widely used interestingness parameters are Support, Confidence, 

Leverage, Lift, Conviction etc there are many other interesting measure parameters are 

available a detailed description of 65 such parameters are discussed in [28].  

          Since decades association rule mining is famous among data mining experts 

because of its simplicity in understanding and usage with the robustness they carry to 

represent some information. But still there are some of the issues in association rule 

mining, which get solved, but reappears when we change volume of data, type of data 

or usage of data. Our work also tackle one of such problem that is occurred due to the 

type of data to be considered in the problem. We will mainly be concentrating on 

handling numeric data because as a shift of data from categorical to numeric is 

considered search space of the problem becomes very large that is why traditional 

algorithms cannot be used for handling such kind of data. 

Some of the common problem that comes across mining numeric datasets are as 

follows:  

• Handling the variety of numeric data, as the data is spread on the real 

number line it is important to carry some work out of handling the data such as 

by making intervals. But deciding intervals and interval length is also not easy 

[20][21].  

• For validating rules for interestingness, various interestingness 

parameters have to choose from and for each interestingness parameter we have 

to decide a threshold value. Deciding which interestingness parameter[23] 

should be selected and what will be there threshold is also a big task to do.  

• As discussed earlier, the search space for numeric data is quite large 

dealing with that is highly computationally expensive. We can’t generate all the 

combination of attributes with all possible intervals, so a rigorous study is 

needed on handling computation cost.  

• Generating rule is easy, but generating and identifying interesting rules 

is a task of utmost importance when we talk about association rule mining. To 
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generate and identifying selective rules is also a key task in association rule 

mining.  

• Most of the algorithms that are discussed in the literature either consider 

categorical data only or numeric data only. No such model exists in literature 

which combines the categorical as well as numeric data together.   

 1.4 ORGANIZATION  

Further this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses basic terminology 

like association rule mining, genetic algorithm and multi objective optimization. 

Chapter 3 explains the literature survey that we have gone through so far, which 

explains and compare various algorithm on association rule mining proposed by 

different authors. Chapter 4 enlightens the proposed work that we have implemented in 

this dissertation, which includes two proposed algorithms and its details. Chaper 5  

explains the  implementation setup that we have used for this dissertation. Chapter 6 

contains the result and discussion of implemented algorithm and its comparison with 

earlier works. At last, Chapter 7 discusses conclusion and future scope of this work.   
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CHAPTER 2 

TERMINOLOGY 

2.1 ASSOCIATION RULE MINING  

Association rule mining is an important data mining task that generates rules in form of 

IF-THEN statement from given dataset. It does this by considering all possible 

combination of attributes called as itemset and find the occurrences of various itemsets 

in dataset. More number of times itemset appears in dataset more is the importance of 

that itemset. This task of finding itemset which are occurring in dataset more number 

of times are called frequent itemsets. Once the frequent itemsets are generated next step 

is to generate combination of frequent itemset among themselves and again considering 

occurrences of these combination. The combination that generated now are called 

association rules.  

Formal definition of association rule problem as stated in [1]:  

Definition 1:  Let I = {I1, I2, … , In} be a set of n different attributes of a dataset, also 

called literals. Let D be a dataset, where each record of dataset is called R. This dataset 

consist of a set of attributes such that RI. An association rule is represented in the 

form XY, where X, YI, are sets of attributes referred as itemsets, where X Y=ø. 

Here, X is known as antecedent, and Y as consequent.   

         To check for the validity of rule in terms of interestingness there are two important 

measures for association rules to check interestingness, support (s) and confidence (α), 

which can be described as below.   

Definition 2:  The support count measure (s) of an association rule is the ratio (generally 

in %) of the records that have union of antecedent and consequent (XY) to the total 

records in the dataset.  

          Therefore, if it is said that the support count of a rule is 40% then it means that 

40% of the total records comes with combination of X and Y.  
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Definition 3: For a given set of records, confidence (α) is the ratio (in %) of the number 

of records that have union of antecedent and consequent (X Y) to the total records 

that contain only antecedent part (X).   

  

          Thus, if it is said that a rule has a confidence of 90%, it means that 90% of the 

records having X also have Y in the same record.  The confidence of a rule signify the 

degree of correlation among attributes of the dataset, i.e. between X and Y. Confidence 

is an indication of how important a rule is for the given dataset. Generally a large 

confidence is desirable for association rules. Mining of association rules from a dataset 

aimed at finding all the rules that satisfy the user specified interestingness parameter’s 

threshold i.e. support and confidence here.  The task of association rules mining can be 

split into two subtasks [3]. First, finding itemsets which are occurring more frequently, 

i.e. frequent itemsets. The second task is to find association rules by combining frequent 

itemsets obtained in the earlier step.  

To get a clearer view of how association rule mining work here is an example.   

          Example: Let’s take a small dataset with 4 items (attributes) I= {Notebook, Pen, 

Books, Pencil} and four transactions logs as shown in Table 1. All possible itemsets for 

set of items (I) are illustrated in Table 2. Let’s take that the minimum support and 

minimum confidence for current example are 40% and 60%, respectively. ‘When 

generated there will be several association rules will be generated which could be useful 

or could be of no use. Here, for discussion purpose I have taken the itemsets shown in 

Table 3.    

          First, we have to find out the sets of items those occurrence is more i.e. which is 

more frequently coming in dataset.  Second task is to verify whether the rule generated 

have the confidence of at least 60%.  If the above both conditions are verified for a rule, 

we can consider that this rule is of use for the system for which we are generating rules. 

Now, Itemsets associated with the generated rules are: {Notebook, Pen}, and {Pen, 

Books}.  The support for each individual itemset is at least 40% as in Table 2. 

Therefore, all of these itemsets are considered frequent.  The confidence for rule 

generated by frequent itemset is shown in Table 3.  It can be seen that the first rule 

(Notebook  Pen) is valid.  Whereas, the second rule (PenBooks) is not valid 

because its confidence is less than 60%.  
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Transaction ID Items 

T1  Notebook, Pen, Books  

T2  Pen, Books, Pencil  

T3  Pen  

T4  Notebook, Pen  

 

                   Table 1: Dataset of transaction logs for Example 

  

 

Itemset Support, s Frequent/Infrequent 

Notebook 50% Large 

Pen 100% Large 

Books 50% Large 

Pencil 25% Small 

Notebook, Pen 50% Large 

Notebook, Books 25% Small 

Notebook, Pencil 0% Small 

Pen, Books 50% Large 

Pen, Pencil 25% Small 

Books, Pencil 25% Small 

Notebook, Pen, Books 25% Small 

Notebook, Pen, Pencil 0% Small 

Notebook, Books, Pencil 0% Small 

Pen, Books, Pencil 25% Small 

Notebook, Pen Books, 

Pencil 

0% Small 

  

             Table 2: Support of Itemsets in Table 1, Support of 40% 
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Rule  Confidence  Valid Rule   

Notebook  Pen  100%  Yes  

Pen  Notebook  50%  No  

PenBooks  50%  No  

BooksPen  100%  Yes  

                 

              Table 3: Confidence of some rules with Confidence=60% 

 

          As it can be seen from the example that, mining rule like this from dataset can be 

very tedious and computationally expensive, therefore it cannot be used for real life 

datasets. For doing such a task many algorithms can be found in literature. Some of 

them are discussed in the literature survey section.  

  

2.2 GENETIC ALGORITHM  

Many different algorithm can be found in the literature that is suitable for mining 

association rules from a dataset but most of the algorithm are either slow or need 

domain knowledge of the problem. To deal with this problem there is a algorithmic 

concept in machine learning that we can select for rule mining i.e. genetic algorithm. It 

has the capability to reduce the computation cost of generating rules addition to that it 

also improves its solution in each iteration.  

          Genetic Algorithm (GA) [2] is a powerful algorithmic technique that can be used 

for generating solution for a search and optimization problem. It basically follows one 

of the nature’s principle i.e. survival of the fittest as stated in Darwin’s theory of 

evolution. Which tells that the one that is stronger survives for longer on the same 

concept this algorithm finds better and better solution in each generation and keeps on 

improving its own solution in each generation and it keeps on doing this till it kinds a 

near optimal solution.  

          To have a more clear view of how genetic algorithm works and what it need for 

processing a problem some of the key terminology is needed to be understand. The 

terminology used in genetic algorithm is described next.  
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2.2.1 Encoding  

The first step of implementation in GA is representation of solution of problem in a 

string format which is called encoding. It basically encodes the solution to be generated 

in a format that can be used in the process of algorithm further. Various encoding 

scheme are available to be used but the selection of the encoding to be used is dependent 

on the problem to be solved.  

Example of one of such encoding scheme is:  

Binary encoding   

Solution in terms of chromosomeI: 110011001100  

Solution in terms of chromosomeII: 000010101010  

          Let say a tuple of dataset is t be selected from the dataset that is best. In that case 

chromosome represented in the algorithm indicates that there are 12 attributes in the 

dataset which ae represented as 1 if that attribute is present in that tuple and 0 if that 

attribute is not present in the tuple. In chromosome I above represents 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 

9th and 10th attribute present in the tuple. Other encoding scheme available to be used 

are real encoding, permutation encoding, value encoding, tree encoding etc. Depending 

on the nature of the problem and the type of solution to be found any of these encoding 

scheme can be used. After encoding the next step in GA is selection of the chromosome 

among various chromosomes.  

  

2.2.2 Selection  

In selection process, the key task is to decide which chromosome to select so that a 

better result can be found. As stated in Darwin’s theory of evolution the strongest 

individual survives for long and they are the ones who takes part in generation of 

offspring’s with the same concept here we need to find best chromosome which are 

more relevant to the solution generation process. To select such chromosome one of the 

widely considered selection process is Roulette wheel selection process, which select 

the solution using stochastic sampling technique with replacement i.e. every 

chromosome in the generation has some probability to get selected based on some 

fitness value. Fitness value can be calculated from the relevancy of that chromosome 

to the problem. Some of the other techniques for selection are tournament selection, 
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steady state selection and rank selection. After the selection of chromosome from the 

population the next step is to apply crossover and mutation on these chromosomes to 

generate more chromosome for next generation.  

 

2.2.3 Crossover  

Crossover is the process of mixing the occurrence of attribute of two chromosome of 

previous generation to generate two new chromosomes that have properties of both the 

selected chromosome used for crossover. Basic concept behind the crossover process 

is that the chromosome formed by mixing two parent chromosome will have good 

property of both the parents hence the chromosome formed by crossover will perform 

better than their parent chromosomes.  

Example of crossover:  

  (‘|’ is the crossover point):  

Chromosome A=10011 | 10101110111  

Chromosome B=11001 | 01010011010  

Child A=10011 | 01010011010  

Child B=11001 | 10101110111  

          Based on selected crossover point various other crossover operator discussed in 

literature [32] are single point crossover, multipoint crossover, Arithmetic crossover, 

uniform crossover etc.  

After crossover the next step is to apply mutation operator for introducing variety in 

there solution generation process.  

 

2.2.4 Mutation  

The main reason behind using mutation operator is to implement some level of diversity 

in the population of next generation. So that process of GA can be stopped from entering 

into a local optimum solution and getting stuck into it. Mutation does this by adding 

some more changes in the crossover chromosomes to get more chromosome with some 

diversity from previous ones.  
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Example for mutation process:  

Chromosome A=0100101000010011  

Chromosome B=0101101110110111  

Mutated chromosome A=0101101000010011  

Mutated chromosome B=0101100110110111  

           There is a term involved in mutation i.e. mutation rate. It is the rate by which the 

diversity will be included in the system. This rate should be kept moderate as high value 

of this rate will introduce randomness and low value of this rate will not serve the 

purpose of introducing diversity to the population.  

 

Significance of crossover and mutation:  

Crossover and mutation have a rate associated with it. These rates signify the frequency 

at which the diversity will be introduced in the previous generation population. 

Crossover rate signify the number of times crossover operator will be applied on a 

chromosome in a generation. Similarly mutation rate signify the number of time 

mutation will be applied in a population. Value of crossover and mutation rate lies 

between 0% - 100%. Where 0 indicates no change in population and 100 indicate 

complete change in population. To keep the evolution property of the genetic algorithm 

these rate has to be kept moderate.  

           To get a clear view of how genetic algorithm actually works next is a flowchart 

of general workflow diagram of genetic algorithm, which illustrates how the above 

discussed terminology exactly fits in the genetic algorithm. The flow starts with the 

description of problem, on the basis of problem and the solution needed an encoding 

scheme is selected. By using that encoding scheme chromosomes are generated as 

initial population. For each chromosome fitness value is calculated and on the basis of 

that it is decided whether the solution is appropriate or not. Further the population is 

changed by applying crossover and mutation operators. Which is meant for introducing 

diversity in the algorithm. By implementing these operators a new generation of 

population is evolved then again on that population fitness is checked. This is an 

iterative self-improving process which improves its own solution in each iteration. The 

iterations are stopped when the desirable results are generated. The population in the 
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final iteration is considered to be the best solution set. As per the requirement of the 

problem results can be formulated from the population of last generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of General Genetic Algorithm 
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GENERAL GENETIC ALGORITHM FLOW [26] 

1.  [Start] Generate random initial population of chromosomes 

2. [Fitness] Calculate the fitness value of every chromosome of population 

3. [Next population] Generate the next population by iterating following steps 

until the complete next population is generated 

1. [Selection] Select two chromosomes from a population having highest 

fitness. 

2. [Crossover] With certain crossover probability cross over the selected 

chromosome to form a new chromosome. 

3. [Mutation] With certain mutation probability mutate new chromosomes 

at some position of the chromosome. 

4. [Accepting] Place new chromosome in the next generation population 

4. [Replace] Consider next generation population for further processing of the 

algorithm 

5. [Test] If the target condition is fulfilled, stop the execution, and return the 

solution present in current population 

6. [Loop] Go to step 2 

7. [End] 

2.3 MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION  

Optimization is a technique which works for finding one or more feasible solutions 

which are bounded by some extreme constraints of one or more than one objectives. 

When the optimization problem works only for one objective function then it is called 

single objective optimization and if it has more than one objective functions then it is 

known as multi objective optimization. Each optimization problem definition consists 

of the following basic components:  

  

1. Objective function: It represents the quantity/expression to be 

optimized, i.e., the quantity to be maximized or minimized. Let f denotes the 

objective function. Which we have to maximize or minimize as per requirement.  
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2. A set of variables or unknowns: These are the values which affects the 

objective function. For example, If x represents the unknowns, then f (x) defines 

the quality of the candidate solution x.   

3. A set of constraints: It bounds the values that can be assigned to the 

variable/unknowns. Mostly these boundary constraints, defines the domain of 

values for each variable.   

          In most of the problems with more than one conflicting objective, there does not 

only exist any single optimal solution rather there exists numbers of solutions which all 

are optimal. Then there may exist trade-offs between different objectives. In that case 

a solution that is good with respect to one objective may requires some compromise in 

terms of some other objectives. One solution cannot be treated to be better than another 

without any further information. There are basically two main optimization procedure 

exists i.e. Ideal multi-objective optimization and preference based multi objective 

optimization [19].  

          In Ideal approach, first locate multiple optimal solutions with trade-off in a wide 

range of values for objectives, and then chooses one best solution using high level 

information.   

          Whereas in preference based technique a combination of multiple objective 

function is first constructed as a weight sum of the objectives, then it is solved as single 

objective optimization problem for simplicity. Generally, the weight of an objective is 

directly proportional to the preference factor assigned with that specific objective.  

          The general definition of a multi-objective optimization problem can be stated as 

Minimize/Maximize: Objective function  fm (x), m=1, 2 ...M;  

subject to aj (x) ≥ 0 j=1, 2,....,j; bk (x) = 0   k=1,2,.....,k; 

xL
i  ≤ xi ≤ xU

i  i=1, 2,...n. 

          Where, a solution x is a vector of n decision variables, x = x1, x2, …xn
T. Each 

decision variable xi can take a value within a lower bound xL
i and upper bound xU

i. 

These bounds constitute a decision variable space D. A solution x, that satisfies all 

constraints and variable bound is known as feasible solution. We are interested in this 

feasible solution for multi-objective genetic algorithm. Where objectives are support, 

confidence, lift and conviction and we have to optimize the effect of these four for 

generation of association rule. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

3.1 CLASSICAL ALGORITHM FOR ASSOCIATION 

RULE MINING  

3.1.1 AIS  

           The AIS algorithm was the very first published algorithm for mining association 

rules by generating all large itemsets in a transaction dataset [1]. This technique only 

generates rules with only one item in the consequent part. That is, the association rules 

generated by this process are in the form of XIj | , where X is a set of attributes and 

Ij is a single attribute in the set I, and α is the confidence parameter of the generated 

rule.     

3.1.2 SETM   

           SETM algorithm was proposed by [5] with aim of using SQL for obtaining 

frequent itemsets. In this algorithm each member of the large itemset keeps information 

of TID i.e. unique ID of the record as <TID, itemset>. Further process of this algorithm 

is similar to that of AIS.  

           But shortcoming of this algorithm is also the same as AIS i.e. it also generates 

large number of candidate sets and require multiple read scans of dataset and arranging 

of data again and again.  

 

3.1.3 APRIORI    

           The apriori algorithm presented by [3] was the major milestone in association 

rule mining area. The work presented in this uses the axiom that any subset of a frequent 

itemset must be a frequent itemset. Hence it generates the candidate itemsets of next 

pass by merging the large itemsets of the previous pass and eliminating all small subset 

of previous pass as well. Therefore it can be concluded that apriori performs much 

better than the previous two algorithm as it works with much less candidate sets and is 

much faster and efficient.  
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3.1.4 CARMA  

CARMA stands for Continuous Association Rule Mining Algorithm [6] works with the 

concept of computation of frequent itemsets online. Bring them online, CARMA 

directly shows the present association rules to the user of dataset in real time which also 

authorize the user to make relevant  change in the parameters as per the need such as 

minimum support or minimum confidence, for any transaction at the first scan of the 

dataset. It requires at most 2 dataset scans. It generates the itemsets in the prior scan 

and does the counting work for all the itemsets in the next scan.  

           All these algorithms and many others published in the past, no doubt perform 

well in generating association rules which are accurate but they are computationally 

intensive and most of them generate much more rules than needed. These algorithms 

also don’t consider numeric values of the attributes so, to make things easier we thought 

of studying mining algorithm which uses genetic algorithm as there basis. Because as 

per the discussion in the introduction part, Genetic algorithm is meant for doing the 

computationally intensive task fast and more efficiently which is the need for rule 

mining in large databases. Some of these algorithms earlier algorithm which uses this 

concept are discussed further.  

3.2 ASSOCIATION RULE MINING USING GENETIC 

ALGORITHM  

Various algorithms has been proposed so far for association rule mining from databases 

using genetic algorithm. Based on type of association rules generated, these algorithm 

can be categorized as categorical association rule mining algorithm and numeric 

association rule mining algorithm.   

  

3.2.1 Categorical Association Rule Mining Algorithm  

Categorical association rules are the IF-THEN rules generated from a categorical or a 

binary dataset.   

In a binary dataset, a rule like A,B,C  D,E signifies that:  
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           If items A, B, and C are bought together, then items D and E will also be 

purchased. But, these rules do not indicate anything about the number of items that can 

be purchased; these rules simply indicates that whether the attribute is present or absent 

from the rule.  

           For applying GA for finding such rules[30], four main designing components 

are needed i.e.  Chromosome encoding for representing rules in form of GA 

understandable chromosomes, Crossover operator for generating new child 

chromosomes, Mutation operators for introducing diversity in the population and 

fitness function which will evaluate fitness measure of each rule . After deciding these 

factors only thing left is to apply basic genetic algorithm which is defined in 

introduction part above, using all these components. Various algorithms discussed 

based on such bifurcation:  

  

a) Chromosome Representation:  

Broadly there are two chromosome representation techniques are present in literature 

for categorical ARM. In the first approach (Pittsburgh approach), a batch of possible 

association rules are encoded in a chromosome. This encoding approach is well suitable 

for classification rule mining, where the goal is to generate a good quality set of rules. 

However, in ARM, the main goal is to find a set of rules were each rule is good in itself. 

Therefore, for ARM case, the Michigan approach [2] is mostly used, in Michigan 

approach each chromosome represents exactly one rule in itself, is more suitable. Most 

of the ARM techniques use Michigan chromosome representation.   

           In an early work [7], the authors uses the Michigan approach as follows: each 

chromosome has length 2k, where k is the number of items. The chromosomes in this 

case were binary strings where each attribute is given two bits. If these two bits are 00 

or 11, then the attribute is present in the antecedent part or consequent part of the rule, 

respectively, else the attribute is not present in the rule.  

In paper [10], each chromosome has two parts. The first part indicates the location of 

the attribute in the rule and the other part indicates the categorical value it has. The prior 

part consists of two bits where the attribute appears in the antecedent part or the 

consequent part of the rule, if the bits are 10 and 11, respectively; else, it is meant to be 

absent from the rule. The other part represents the categorical values carried by 
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attributes in binary form. However, the authors in the paper did not given any 

justification of how the binary value of the attribute in the second part will appear and 

how categorical state will be managed if the number of states for an attribute is not an 

exact power of two.  

            The main demerit of choosing a binary encoding scheme is that the length of 

the chromosome is large when the number of attributes increases, because at least two 

bits are required for each attribute representation. An integer encoding can be used as a 

solution to this problem.   

           An integer encoding scheme has been used in association rule mining using multi 

objective genetic algorithm (ARMGA) [9], in this work the chromosomes encode the 

index of the attributes. A chromosome represented as encoding a k-rule, k is the total 

number of attributes in the antecedent part and the consequent part of the rule, and this 

chromosome will have k + 1 genes. The first gene position represents the differentiating 

position of the chromosome where the attributes of antecedent and the consequent are 

separated. For example, if Ai represents the ith item, then the chromosome {3 | 5 4 2 1 

3} represents the rule A2, A5, A4  A1, A3. This kind of representation reduces length 

of the chromosome significantly.   

  

b) Objective Functions:  

Even though support count and confidence are two well-known objectives that are 

generally to be maximized, there are several other parameters available to measure the 

interestingness or strength of association rules[24]. Some of the parameters, which can 

be used by different algorithms for optimization in a multi-objective scenario are 

comprehensibility, conviction, interestingness, performance, lift, coverage, precision 

etc. Mathematical notations for various such interestingness parameters are given in 

Appendix I. Each function has its own significance and combination of best of these 

functions gives best result in the end.  

  

c) Evolutionary Operators:  

Mostly, when binary encoding scheme is used, some of the standard crossover and 

mutation operators are used. For example, in [7], bit-flip mutation and multipoint 
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crossover have been used. In [10] mutation operator, bit flip has been adopted, however, 

the authors did not specifically mention which crossover operator should be used.   

           In [11], where integer encoding for the chromosomes is used, an order-1 

crossover technique is taken in consideration. In this technique, first a segment is 

selected from any two parent chromosomes and these are copied to the two child 

chromosomes. Next, starting from the right side of the segment, the values of the genes 

that didn’t appear in the selected segment of the first parent, are copied to the first child. 

The same procedure is repeated for the second child as well. The mutation operator 

introduces diversity by replacing a selected attribute value from the chromosome with 

a random attribute value not present in the chromosome currently.  

  

d) Final Selection:  

After appropriate iteration of the algorithm the set of rules generated are treated as final 

selected rules. On the basis of all the above parameters the interestingness and 

importance of rule’s depends.  

 

3.2.2 Numeric Association Rule Mining Algorithm  

Numeric association rule can be represented mathematically in the form:  

(l1 ≤ A1 ≤ h1)  ∧ (l2 ≤ A2 ≤ h2) ⇒ (l3 ≤ A3 ≤ h3).  

           Here Ai represents the ith attribute. li and hi represent the lower and upper bound 

of the attribute values, respectively. Thus, [li, hi] defines an interval of values for the 

attribute Ai with lower bound and upper bound.  

  

a) Chromosome Representation:  

 The chromosomes are needed to encode the lower and upper bounds of the intervals of 

the attributes participating in a rule representing for numeric or quantitative association 

rules. In [8], where the MODENAR is proposed, the following encoding technique is 

adopted for the chromosomes representation. They used chromosomes where each 

attribute has three part. The first part tells whether the attribute is present or not in the 

rule, and if present, in which part of the rule (antecedent or consequent) it is present. 

The second and third part tells the lower and upper bounds of the value of attribute. The 
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first part can have integer numbers such as 0, 1, or 2, which represents the occurrence 

of the attribute in the antecedent part of the rule, the occurrence of the attribute in the 

consequent of the rule, and the absence of the attribute from the given rule, respectively.                                                                                                               

Next, the second and the third part can take real numbers from the related attribute 

range. Further it is to be noted that as MODENAR uses differential evolution as an 

optimization technique and works on real-valued chromosomes, the authors considered 

a round off operator for handling the integer value part of the chromosome. A similar 

encoding scheme is adopted in [12]. The only difference is that in this case, the prior 

part of the chromosome, instead of taking the values as 0, 1, 2, adopts the values 0, 1, 

and −1, respectively, to denote the same meaning. In both cases, the algorithms used a 

Michigan encoding technique, that is, each chromosome encodes one rule.  

           In [14] also a three part chromosome is present where first number represents 

lower bound and second number represents upper bound of the attribute. With this there 

is a tag bit which represents position of attribute in rule i.e. if two tag bits are 00 then 

the attribute present in antecedent part of rule, if it is 11 then the corresponding attribute 

is present in the consequent part and if tag bits are 10 or 01 that represents the absence 

of attribute in rule. For example , A(00)(2.1)(3.5) B(11)(1.6)(4.5) C(01)(73)(73) 

represents if(A is between 2.1 and 3.5) then (B is between 1.6 and 4.5) and C is not 

present in rule.  

b) Objective Functions:   

MODENAR optimizes four criteria of the rules [8]: support, confidence, amplitude of 

the intervals and comprehensibility, which make up the subparts of the rule. 

Comprehensibility is the measure that is used to forces the search procedure to get 

shorter rules, this is done due to the assumption that relatively shorter rules generates 

more non redundant information. They also suggested that the amplitude of the intervals 

should be smaller for interesting rules, but the reason for this is not explained.   

            In [12], three major interestingness parameters are simultaneously optimized: 

lift, comprehensibility, and performance. Where Performance is calculated by the 

product of confidence and support measure. Lift is calculated as the ratio of support 

count of the rule to the product of the supports of the antecedent and the consequent of 

the rule. A higher value of the lift measure signifies that the rule is more interesting, 

since its support is high with respect to the supports of its antecedent and its confidence. 
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The comprehensibility can be defined simply as the reciprocal of the number of 

attributes in the rule.   

           In [14], again three objective functions are discussed that are confidence, 

comprehensibility, and interestingness. First two objective was similar to above and 

third objective that is interestingness considered to find rules that are more interesting 

or useful for the user, rather than all possible rules  

  

c) Evolutionary Operators:  

MODENAR [7] uses the standard crossover and mutation operators introduced by the 

approach of differential evolution. Moreover, this approach also introduced a rounding 

operator which round’s off the first part of the attribute which should have an integer 

value (0, 1, 2) for evaluating the objective function values.  In [12], multipoint crossover 

is used as crossover operator. Further, the two parts of the chromosome uses two 

different mutation operators for mutation. In the first part, where the value of 

chromosome are -1, 0, or 1, a random value is choosen from the set {-1, 0, 1} and it 

replaces the existing value. For the other part of the chromosome which consist of the 

lower and upper bounds of the chromosome, a random mutation is applied. 

            In [14], the attribute part of the rule i.e. (A, B….) remains fixed for the crossover 

or mutation step. K – Point crossover is used in this paper and for mutation, swapping 

of two tag bits is taken by using bit-flip mutation. This means that the existing bits pairs 

(00, 01, 10, 11) are randomly transformed into each other. Same is taken for the lower 

and upper value they are also changed randomly.  

 

d) Obtaining Final Solution:   

All [8], [12] and [14] use a Michigan approach of rule mining by encoding one rule in 

one chromosome. Thus, the final non-dominated set gives a set of numeric rules. Thus, 

there is no need to select any particular solution from the final non-dominate set. All 

the solutions will serve as the final selected rule set.  

 Comparison of various works proposed by different authors so far is give here in table 

4 and table 5.  

Table 4 shows comparison of some more algorithms based on encoding and operators. 

Table 5 shows specifications and shortcomings of these algorithms in brief.  
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  TYPE  ENCODIG  CROSSOVER  MUTAT

ION  

FITNESS  

FUNCTION  

Ghosh  and  

Nath(2004)  

[7]  

Categorical  Binary 

(Michigan)  

Multi-point  Bit flip  Confidence, 

Comprehensib

ilty, 

intersetingness  

Alatas et. al.  

(2008)  

MODENAR 

[8]  

Numeric  Mixed 

(Integer  +  

Real)  

(Michigan)  

Single point  DE/Rand

/I  

Support,Confi

dence,  

Comprehensib

ility, amplitude 

 of  

interval  

Xiaowei  

Yan et. al.  

(2009)  

ARMGA[9]  

Categorical  Integer 

(Michigan) 

Two point   Probabili

ty  based  

Random  

Replace

ment  

Relative  

Confidence  

Anand et. al.  

(2009) [10]  

Categorical  Binary 

(Michigan)  

Not  

Mentioned  

Bit-Flip  3 at a time 

among  

Support,Confi

dence, Interest, 

cosine, 

Comprehensib

ility. 
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Qodmanan  

et. al. (2011)  

ARMMGA  

[11]  

Categorical  Integer  

(Michigan)  

Order-I   Random  

Replacement  

 Support  , 

Confidence  

Martin et. al.  

(2011)  

NSGA-II- 

QAR  

[12]  

Numeric   Real  valued  

(Michigan)  

Multi-point  Rando

m  

decrea

se   

increase/  

 

Lift, 

Comprehensibil

ity,  

Performance  

Vashishtha et. 

al. (2011)  

[13]  

Categorical  Binary 

(Michigan)  

Fixed  

Single Point  

Bit-

Flip  

 

 

Precision 

,  

Coverage 

,  

General

ity  

B. Minaei et.  

al. (2013)  

MOGAR  

[14]  

Numeric   Real  valued  

(Michigan)  

k-point 

crossover  

Rando

m  

mutati

on  

tag  b

i

t  

Confidence, 

Comprehensibil

ity 

, Interestingness  

Didel et. al.  

(2013) [15]  

Categorical  Binary 

(Michigan)  

Single Point  Bit-

flip  
  

Confidence*Su

pport  

Al-Maqaleh  

(2013) [16]  

Categorical  Integer 

(Michigan)  

Single Point  Random  

Insertion/Delet

ion  

Support,Confide

nc e,Simplicity  

Diana  

Martin et.al.  

(2014)MOP 

NAR[17]  

Numeric  Positional  

(Michigan)  

Multi point   Random  bit  

mutation  

Comprehensibil

ity 

,Interestingness,

Performance  
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Suryawanshi  

Rai et. al.  

(2014)  

MIPNAR_G 

A [18]  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                        

Categorical  Binary 

(Michigan)  

Single Point  PCA mutation  𝑚(𝑠) 

𝑊𝑖 

𝐵𝑖 

  

𝐴𝑖= Frequent 

item support  

𝐵𝑖 = 

Infreqent data   

𝑊𝑖=  Level 

 of 

weight value of  

MLMS                      

            Table 4: Comparison of Various Algorithm Based On Designing Factor  
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ALGORITHM  SPECIFICATION  SHORTCOMINGS  REMARKS   

Ghosh and Nath(2004)  

[7]  

Less rules generated  Require  user’s  

involvement  

-  

Alatas et. al.  

(2008)MODENAR [8]  

• Simple and easy to 

implement  

• Intervals are 

selected on the go.  

• Database 

independent  

Increase in no. of 

attributes and there 

distinct values  may 

cause problem  

-  

Xiaowei  Yan  et.  al.  

(2009)  

ARMGA [9]  

• No  Minimum 

 Support  

required  

• Fast in execution 

time  

• System Automation  

• Database 

independent  

No.of rules 

generated are more  

 

Strict fitness 

function 

required  

Anand et. al. (2009) [10]  • Better if rule length is 

smaller  

Increase in no. 

attributes could 

problematic  

of 

be  

-  

Qodmanan et. al. (2011)  

ARMMGA [11]  

• No min. support or 

confidence is required 

from user  

• Flexible on 

changing fitness  

• Best population is 

generated in each 

generation  

• Best rules are 

generated at the end  

-   To be 

generalized 

for finding 

variant 

length rule.  
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D. Martin et. al. (2011)  

NSGA-II-QAR [12]  

• Good  trade-off 

 between  

interpretability and 

accuracy  

• Evolutionary 

 Learning  of  

Intervals of attributes   

Increase in no. 

attributes could 

problematic  

of 

be  

Can be 

 generalized  

for  

negative 

association 

rule   

  

B. Minaei et. al. (2013)  

MOGAR [14]  

• Steps are taken to 

remove weak 

association rules  

  

Rough Intervals  -  

Didel et. al.  

(2013) [15]  

• Easy Concept  • More no. of 

rules  

generated  

  

• Increase in 

no. of attributes 

could be 

problematic  

Better 

fitness 

function 

should be 

used   

  

Diana  Martin  et.  al.  

(2014) [17]  

MOPNAR  

•  

 

• Mine Positive and 

Negative QAR  

• Low computational cost  

• Good Scalability  

Increase in no. of 

attributes could be 

problematic  

  

-  

Suryawanshi Rai et. al.  

(2014)  

MIPNAR_GA [18]  

 

 

•  • Both positive and 

negative association 

rule mining.  

• Uses  Improved 

Genetic Algorithm 

concept.  

Uses  multilevel  minimum  

Support.  

Require Min. Support 

and Confidence from 

user.  

Increase in no. of 

attributes could be 

problematic   

Generation 

of large rules 

needs to be 

managed.  

  

Efficiency 

can be 

improved 

TABLE 5: Specifications and Shortcomings of Various Algorithms
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED APPROACH 

 

In the literature, till date lot of work has been done in the field of association rule mining 

but most of the work is done for extracting rules from categorical data only. A very few 

algorithm can be seen for dealing with numeric data to get the relevant and interesting 

association rules. We have kept our focus mainly on mining association rule from 

numeric data. To handle numeric data efficiently it is required that the data related to 

each attribute should be checked individually which increases the search space 

exponentially. Therefore, to deal with such problem we have used genetic algorithm 

which finds solution with the least possible domain knowledge. In this work we have 

analyzed the basic structure of previously available work on same domain and proposed 

two algorithm which generates better results from the previously known works of 

similar kind. 

           We have implemented the proposed two algorithms, in one implementation we 

have generated a random initial population and applied basic genetic algorithm work 

flow on the initial population and in later steps calculated the fitness of the 

chromosomes of the population using interestingness parameters Support, Confidence, 

Lift, and Conviction. The difference in this implementation from previously known 

algorithm lies in the fitness function used, crossover and mutation operators used. In 

the other implementation rest of the thing are kept similar to that of implementation I 

but the initial population taken is generated using careful analysis of available dataset 

i.e. on the basis of mean value of attributes so that we can start from the better initial 

population. For analysis purposes, we have implemented these algorithms on various 

datasets to verify results and later we have compared these results from previously 

known algorithms. The proposed algorithms are explained in the next section. 
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4.1     IMPLEMENTATION I  

Implementation I is a direct implication of genetic algorithm concept for association 

rule mining where chromosomes are generated randomly and are improved in each 

iteration using crossover and mutation. With the modification in crossover and mutation 

operators and using power function as optimizing function.  

4.1.1. Detailed Explanation of Implementation I 

Detailed explanation of each Steps to perform in Implementation I is as follows:  

Inputs:   

PSize - Population Size  

NGen - Number of generations  

RMut - Mutation Rate  

RCross - Crossover Rate  

Output : Association Rules  

Step 1:  Initialization  

  i. Take an input dataset which contains number of attributes and records. 

Provide ‘NAtt’ and      ‘NRec’ for the dataset. 

ii. Generate an initial population having ‘PSize’ chromosomes on the basis of 

minimum and maximum value of attributes.  

iii. Calculate Fitness of the initial population   

Step 2: Introduce Diversity  

i. Crossover: Apply crossover operator on chromosomes which satisfy 

fitness constraint.  

ii. Mutation: Apply mutation operator on chromosomes which doesn’t 

satisfy fitness constraint.  

Step 3: Change Population  

i. Calculate the fitness value for new chromosomes introduced by Step 2.  

ii. Compare average fitness of last generation to the fitness of current     

chromosome.  
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iii. If fitness value of new chromosome is higher than the average fitness of 

last generation than consider that chromosome as fit therefore keep it in 

next generation.  

Step 4: Iteration  

 i.  Repeat Step 2-Step4 ‘NGen’ number of times.  

Step 5: Generate Rules  

Decode the chromosomes found in last generation as they are the final rules of the 

dataset. 

 

4.1.2.    FlowChart for Implementation I  

 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart for Implementation I 
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4.1.3.    Pseudo Code for Implementation I  

Algorithm: Implementation I  

Input: Dataset D  

PSize - Population Size  

NGen - Number of generations  

RMut - Mutation Rate  

RCross - Crossover Rate  

Output: 

Association Rules  

1. Begin  

2.  for i=1 to PSize  // No. of Chromosome in one generartion  

3.         Generate Chromosomes randomly  

4.  End for  

5.   for each Psize // for each chromosome  

6.         Calculate Support  

7.         If (Support > MinSupport)  

8.         Calculate Fitness  

9.    End for  

10.   for each number of generated rules of Step 5-9   

11.       If (Fitness > Threshold) // Threshold : AvgFitness of last generation 

12.       Add rule to nexGen  

13.       Else   

14.       Add rule to MutRep   //MutRep:Rules for mutation  

15.   End for  

16.   for  i=1 to NGen // No. of iteration  

17.       do Crossover  

18.       do Mutation  
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19.       Repeat Step 5 – Step 15  

20.   End for  

21.   Generate rule by final population  

22. End  

 

4.1.4    Technical details of Implementation I  

Chromosome Representation  

A  B  C  D  E  F  

1,lb1,ub1  0,lb2,ub2  2,lb3,ub3  3,lb4,ub4  0,lb5,ub5  1,lb6,ub6  

Figure 3: Chromosome Representation in implementation I 

We have used Michigan encoding scheme in this implementation .Where one 

chromosome represent one rule in the population. The chromosome is represented as 

shown in figure 3.where column under A represents a gene corresponding to attribute 

A which consists of 3 parts. First part represents the location of attribute whether it will 

be in antecedent part or it will be in consequent part. If first bit of gene is 0 that indicates 

this attribute is in antecedent part, 1 indicates it to be in consequent part, whereas 2 

indicates that the attribute is not present in the rule. Chromosome in figure 3 shows a 

rule of form: 

 B[lb2,ub2] , E[lb5,ub5] => A[lb1,ub1],F[lb6,ub6]  

  

Population Generation  

Population is the collection of various chromosomes i.e. a set of possible solution. In 

the starting of the implementation we have to specify possible number of chromosome 

that we want to take in one generation this number is represented as PSize in our 

implementation. Initially the population is generated randomly. By providing minimum 

and maximum value of the attribute a lower bound and an upper bound is generated in 

that range. Iterations are implemented on this initial population where the range selected 

is reduced for better refinement of the rules generated.   
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Fitness Calculation  

For every chromosome in the population fitness is calculated. If chromosome have 

fitness greater than the threshold fitness then it is considered for next generation else it 

is restricted to enter in the next generation. The threshold is calculated as the average 

of the fitness of rules of last generation. In this implementation we have taken a power 

fitness function. Initially Support, Confidence, Lift, Conviction of the chromosome is 

calculated.  

For a sample rule like ‘if A then B’.  

Interestingness Measures used in proposed algorithm are:  

1. Support[1] – indicates how frequently A and B occur in the dataset.  

  

2. Confidence[1] – indicates how frequently A and B occurred when it is 

known that A was already present in the record.  

                           

3. Lift [31]– indicates how frequently A and B occurred when it is known 

that B was already present in the record.  

                                   

4. Conviction [32] - indicates the comparison of  the probability 

that A appears without B if they are dependent with the actual frequency of 

the appearance of A without B.   

                            

            First fitness filter is created on the basis of support. A minimum Support value 

is taken and only the chromosomes having fitness value greater than support will be 

considered for rest of the fitness value calculation process.  

 

Rest of the fitness calculation is done by a multiobjective maximizing function of form 

 

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = (𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡4) + (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒3) + (𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡2) + (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2) 
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Where constant 4,3,2,2 are chosen on the basis of importance of these interestingness 

parameter. The main motive of this function is to maximize the effect of interestingness 

parameter. The chromosome with the fitness value less than the average fitness value 

is not considered for next generation. This chromosome is send to the mutation 

repository for generating new chromosome out of it with few improvements.  

 

Crossover Operator  

Crossover is done among two fit parent chromosome to generate two new offsprings. 

For this implementation we have taken a hybrid of two crossover operators i.e. Single 

point and multipoint in one generation single point crossover is implemented and in 

next generation multipoint crossover is applied. This is done to introduce better 

structure to generate new population. The idea behind combining the two crossover 

operator is that, at certain iteration we crossover two selected at and one point and on 

certain other iterations we choose multiple point at which swapping of gene overs in 

crossover operator .Where first operator preserves the quality of fit chromosome 

whereas multi point crossover will introduce more chromosome with better quality of 

previous chromosome. By keeping the balance among both of them will generate better 

chromosomes at different generation. 

 

Mutation Operator  

Mutation is applied to bring diversity in population. In mutation some of the bits of 

previous chromosome are changed to some other random value. For our 

implementation be have implemented a selective bit mutation where we select a bit to 

change in the chromosome and then generates a new chromosome. And while applying 

the mutation operator we also have kept a provision of generating some new random 

chromosome similar to the way it was generated in initial population phase. In our 

implementation we apply mutation operator over chromosomes which are not fit. There 

we select any of the gene (attribute) of the chromosome and increase or reduces the 

lower bound and upper bound. By changing lower bound and upper bound there is 

chance of improvement in chromosome. Once the chromosome become fit by changing 

range of some attribute next time it will enter the population and may be selected for 

crossover in next few iterations. 
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Selection of Chromosome   

Selecting two chromosome for crossover we have used the probability based procedure 

were the support count is used as a probability parameter. Among the chromosomes of 

previous population a parent chromosome is selected having value higher than the 

average support count of entire population.  

   

ALGORTITHM  TYPE  ENCODIN 

G  

CROSSOVER  MUTATION  FITNESS 

FUNCTION  

Implementation I  Numeric  Real  Single Point 

And multi 

point  

Selective 

bit  

Support, 

Confidence,  

Lift, 

Conviction  

Table 6: Designing Specification of Implementation I 

  

4.2    IMPLEMENTATION II: 

This section explains the second proposed algorithm i.e. implementation 2.The main 

benefit of this algorithm is that it generates nearly fit chromosome from the initial 

population itself.. Which improves its final set of solution. 

4.2.1. Detailed Explanation of Implementation II 

Inputs:   

PSize - Population Size  

NGen - Number of generations  

RMut - Mutation Rate  

RCross - Crossover Rate  

Step 1:  Initialization  

i. Take an input dataset which contains number of attributes and records. 

Provide ‘NAtt’ and ‘NRec’ for the dataset.  
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ii. Generate an initial population having ‘PSize’ number of chromosomes 

on the basis of minimum and maximum value of attributes with the frequency 

of a value in the dataset.  

iii. Calculate Fitness of the initial population. Using power equation as 

stated in the implementation I. 

Step 2: Introduce Diversity  

i. Crossover: Apply multi crossover operator on given population.  

ii. Mutation: Apply Selective bit mutation operator on given population.  

Step 3: Change Population  

i. Calculate the fitness value for new chromosomes introduced by Step 2.  

ii. Compare average fitness of last generation to the fitness of current 

chromosome.  

iii. If fitness value of new chromosome is higher than the average fitness of 

last generation than consider that chromosome as fit therefore keep it in next 

generation.  

Step 4: Iteration  

                    i. Repeat Step 2-Step4 ‘NGen’ number of times.  

Step 5: Generate Rules  

Decode the chromosomes found in last generation as they are the final rules of the 

dataset.  

 

Figure  4. Illustrates the flow of algorithm proposed in 4.2.1.It can be seen that this 

algorithm is similar to that of implementation I but the difference comes in the 

initialization of the population. 
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4.2.2    FlowChart for Implementation II     

   

Figure 4: Flowchart for Implementation II 

  

4.2.3    Pseudo Code for Implementation II  

Algorithm: Implementation II  

Input: Dataset D  

PSize - Population Size  

NGen - Number of generations  

RMut - Mutation Rate  

RCross - Crossover Rate  

 

Output: Association Rules  
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1. Begin  

2. for i=1 to PSize  // No. of Chromosome in one generartion  

3.   for each attribute   

4.           Check upper bound and lower bound.  

5.           Calculate frequency of values in dataset.  

6.            Generate chromosome from step 4 – 5 information  

7.   End for  

8. End for    //Initial population generated  

9. for each Psize  // for each chromosome  

10.          Calculate Support  

11.          If Support > MinSupport  

12.          Calculate Fitness  

13. End for  

14. for each number of generated rules of Step 5-9   

15.    If (Fitness > AvgFitness) //AvgFitness of last generation  

16.         Add rule to nexGen  

17.    Else   

18.         Add rule to MutRep   //MutRep:Rules for mutation  

19. End for 

20.   for  i=1 to NGen // No. of iteration  

21.      do Crossover on nextGen   

22.      do Mutation on MutRep  

23.      Repeat Step 9 – Step 19  

24.  End for  

25. End  
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4.2.4.    Technical details of Implementation II  

Similar chromosome representation, Crossover operator, mutation operator, fitness 

function and selection procedure is used as in implementation I. Implementation II 

varies in terms of initial population generation from implementation I . 

Population Generation  

Initial population generation in implementation II is done by keeping in mind the 

frequency of value of attribute that occurs in the dataset i.e. a value that is more 

frequently coming into dataset are selected for generating chromosome. This is because 

the initial population is an important factor for better output of genetic algorithm as the 

whole flow of genetic algorithm is broadly based on the first generation. It is the 

solution of the first generation which are improved further in other generation. If we 

keep a check on initial population there is chance of getting better results as the output 

of the genetic algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 

To analyze the proposed algorithms we have implemented both the algorithms in JAVA 

and tested results on various datasets of keel repository. The program is implemented 

on NetBeans 8.0.2 and executed on a DELL Inspiron Laptop with Intel® Core™ i5-

4210U CPU @ 1.70 GHZ 2.50 GHz and 8GB RAM. 

 

5.1    Datasets  

The above proposed algorithms are implemented in such a way that it can be executed 

for any dataset of real numbers. For presenting the result in this dissertation work we 

have implemented and tested our algorithm on 4 datasets of keel repository[33]. These 

datasets are:   

 

Dataset Name  No. of Attributes  No. of Records  Type of dataset  

Quake  4  2178  Real Valued  

Stocks  10  950  Real Valued  

Pollution 16 60 Real and Integer 

Stulong 5 1419 Integer 

Table 7: Datasets taken for analysis 
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5.2 Experimental Setup 

To implement the proposed algorithm we have created a java program, which is a 

generalized program that can take any dataset and can apply implementation I and 

implementation II on it. The flow of the program written for implementation is shown 

in Figure 5 

 

  

Figure 5. Flow of implementation’s program 

           Figure 5 illustrates the flow in which program of implementation will run. 

Initially we have to give dataset and names of its attributes in two separate files i.e. 

name.txt and data.txt.  After that a function is called to generate the initial population 

once the initial population is generated it will be kept in the initialPopulation.txt file. 

Now the fitness is calculated on this file. The chromosomes that passes the test of fitness 

will be stored in NexGen.txt file whereas the chromosomes that fails the test will be 

kept in Mutation repository i.e. MutRep.   After this step crossover is applied to 

NexGen.txt and Mutation is applied to MutRep.txt. The output of both crossover and 
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mutation are stored as NexGen.txt .Now the same procedure will be followed till 

iteration reaches to NGen i.e. number of generation specified in the program. The final 

rules are obtained from the last NexGen.txt. Which can be decode in if then rules by 

RuleGeneration.java 

 

           The result generated are in form of rules and for each rule support, confidence, 

lift and conviction and fitness is calculated. Analyses of implemented algorithm is done 

in terms of running time of program, number of rules generated, average fitness at 

different generation. For comparison purposes these results are plotted in graphs and 

are illustrated in the next chapter. We have considered four datasets as stated in table 7 

for testing purpose. Initially the implementation I and II are tested on quake and stocks 

dataset. Where we have noted down the number of rules generated, execution time and 

average fitness at different minimum support count. After this we have compared the 

results of these two algorithm with themselves and found the result as desired that is 

implementation II responds better. Later we have compared our results with the existing 

algorithm. The data of the previous algorithm was taken from [14][16][17].With the 

similar parameters i.e. population size ,number of generation, min. support etc. on 

which the results of existing algorithms were given exactly with those same parameters 

we have executed our algorithm. And whose results are illustrated in form of bar plot 

in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The implementation which is done in this work is a generalized implementation which 

can be applied to any dataset. As the dataset and the name of the attributes have to be 

given in form of a .txt file in the beginning of the execution of the process. Here we 

have discussed the performance of the proposed algorithm on the measures of number 

of rules generated, execution time of algorithm and trends in the average fitness value 

of the rules at different generation of the execution. All these results are illustrated in 

graphs in this chapter. To start with, we have first illustrated different results that we 

get on implementation of algorithms I on Quake and Stocks dataset. Later we have 

illustrated graph showing results of comparison between implementation I and 

implementation II for same datasets and at the end we will illustrate the comparison 

between algorithms proposed by different authors and our proposed algorithm.  

6.1 Results of different datasets for implentation I and II 

Results of implementation I on Quake dataset  

Parameters  Values  

Dataset : Quake dataset  (4/2178)  (attributes/Records)  

  

Population Size  100  

Number of generation  10  

               Table 8 : Parameter values for implementation on Quake dataset 

 

Figure 6. No. of rules generated by Implementation I for Quake dataset 
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           Figure 6 illustrate the number rules that get generated by implementation on 

different support count. As discussed earlier support count is the first filter of selecting 

chromosomes for calculating fitness. Minimum support has to be given manual at the 

starting on the basis of need of application. It can be shown that with increase in 

minimum support count the number of rules that are generating are decreasing. Which 

signify that selecting min. support for filter purpose is a correct decision.   

  

 

 

Figure 7. Execution Time taken by Implementation I for Quake dataset 

           

            Figure 7 illustrates the execution time taken by implementation I for quake 

dataset. It can be seen that with increasing the minimum support count, execution time 

is decreasing and it can also be concluded from this graph that for minimum support of 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3 the execution time is much higher because at such a low min. support value 

number of rules generated are much higher, therefore for processing them execution 

time of simulation get increased whereas from minimum count 0.4 onwards the number 

of rules that get filtered out for further processing is low hence execution time also 

decreases to a relevant extent.  
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Figure 8. Average Fitness of Rules generated by Implementation I for Quake 

dataset 

          Figure 8 illustrates the average fitness of rules with minimum support count. As 

the min. support count is increasing, the average of fitness value of the generated rules 

is also increases, it signifies that with increase in minimum support the relevancy of the 

rules increases that is more interesting rules get generated.  

  

 

Figure 9. Comparison Between execution time for Implementation I and II for 

Quake dataset 

          Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of implementation I and implementation II in 

terms of execution time. As the implementation II has more processing to do while 

selecting initial population which increases the overall execution time of the algorithm. 

By this result it can be a thought that the implementation I is better but it is not so as 
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increase in execution time is also contributing in increase of fitness value of rules that 

get generated , which is the main motive of the association rule mining.  

 

Figure 10. Comparison Between no. of rules generated for Implementation I and 

II for Quake dataset 

          Figure 10 illustrates the comparison between implementation I and 

implementation II in terms of numbers of rules generated at different minimum support 

count. It can be shown that by increasing the minimum support count the number of 

rules generated by implementation I and II are nearby same. By this result we can 

conclude that both implementation I and II are giving nearly same results but again to 

conclude which implementation is better we have to see the fitness of these rule. Which 

we will see in the next figure.  

 

Figure 11. Comparison Between no. on Average fitness generated for 

Implementation I and II for Quake dataset 
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Figure 11 illustrate the comparison of implementation I and implementation II on basis 

of average fitness of rules on quake dataset. It can be concluded that the average fitness 

increase for implementation II.  

           For verifying the results of the implementations that we have done, we again 

generated results of similar manner for other datasets also. A set of results for both 

implementation I and implementation II for Stocks dataset is illustrated here.  

Parameters  Values  

Dataset : Stocks dataset  (10/950)  (attributes/Records)  

  

Population Size  100  

Number of generation  10  

         Table 9: Parameter specification for implementation on stocks dataset. 

 

Figure 12. No. of rules generated by Implementation I for Stocks dataset 

            Figure 12 illustrates the no. of rules generated by implementation I for stocks 

dataset. This is a similar kind of plot as shown in Figure 6 but with different dataset. 

This figure results similar to that of Figure 6, i.e. with increase in minimum support 

count number of rules that get generated is decreasing.   
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Figure 13. Execution Time taken by Implementation I for Stocks dataset 

           Figure 13 is illustrating execution time taken by implementation I for Stocks 

dataset. Similar to that of Figure 7, it also illustrates that after a certain minimum 

support execution time gets a decreasing order.  

 

Figure 14. Average Fitness of Rules generated by Implementation I for Stocks 

dataset 

           Figure 14 illustrates the average fitness of rules that get generated by 

implementation I on Stocks dataset. It is showing similar kind of results as of Figure 8 

i.e. with increase in minimum support average fitness of rules that are generating is also 

increasing which means we are getting more relevant rules by increasing minimum 

support.  
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Figure 15. Comparison Between execution time for Implementation I and II for 

Stocks dataset 

           Figure 15 is illustrating comparison between execution time for implementation 

I and II when execution is done on Stocks dataset. This figure is showing same result 

as of Figure 9. Which means that irrespective of datasets results for implementation I 

and II will give similar kind of result for Stocks dataset also i.e. implementation II will 

take more time in execution than implementation I.  

 

Figure 16. Comparison between number of rules generated by implementation I 

and II for Stocks dataset 
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            Figure 16. illustrates the similar kind of result as of Figure 10 i.e. with increase 

in minimum support count number of rules generated by implementation I and II are 

almost similar for stocks dataset also.  

 

 

Figure 17. Comparison between average fitness of rules generated by 

implementations and II for Stocks dataset 

            Figure 17 illustrates the similar kind of result as of Figure 11. It shows the 

comparison between average fitness value of rules generated by implementation I and 

II for Stocks dataset. It can be concluded from both Figure 11 and 16 that the average 

fitness of rules generated by implementation II is better, i.e. more interesting rules are 

generated by implementation II.  

            All the above results are shown for comparing the execution time, number of 

rules generated by implementation I and II. From which we have concluded that the 

implementation II takes more time in execution but is better in terms of generating more 

fit rules i.e. more interesting rule as the average of fitness for rules generated by 

implementation II is higher than that of implementation I.  

            Further we have illustrated some more plots for different generations to analyze 

the improving nature of rules at each generation. It is a property of genetic algorithm 

that on each iteration of execution the solution set gets better. To see the effect of this 

property in our proposed implementation we have plotted the results of different 

generation which are illustrated here.  
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Figure 18. Fitness of rules generated for Stocks dataset by implementation II 

            Figure 18. Illustrates the fitness of rules generated for Stocks dataset by 

implementation I at generation 1.  That is at the first iteration of execution, whatever 

chromosomes are generated the fitness of those chromosomes is shown as dots in the 

above figure. From this plot we can conclude that the chromosomes that are generated 

by implementation I have fitness more in range of o to 1.5 which is to be improved in 

next iteration.  

  

 

Figure 19. Fitness of rules generated for Stocks dataset at different generation 

            Figure 19. Illustrates the fitness of rules that are being generated at different 

generation i.e. for generation 1, generation 4, generation 6, generation 8 and generation 
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10 of the implementation for Stocks dataset. It can be shown in the figure that fitness 

of rules get better and better with increasing generation, i.e. at each iteration rules are 

getting more interesting in terms of fitness. Also the number of rules are decreasing at 

each generation because of filtering of unfit or not- interesting rules at each iteration.  

 

Figure 20 Fitness of rules generated for Quake dataset at different generation 

           Figure 20. Illustrates the fitness of rules at different generation for quake dataset. 

It shows the similar kind of results as of Figure 19 i.e. with increase in generation the 

rules are getting more refined due to increase in the fitness value of rules(Shown by 

peaks in the graph) and decreasing the number of rules(Shown by tail of the plot for 

each generation).   

           With the results of both the above graph we can see that our proposed algorithm 

is following the basic property of genetic algorithm i.e. the evolving nature of the 

solution at each iteration.  

  

           As it was discussed in the last chapter that the implementation I and II varies in 

terms of initial population generation i.e. implementation I generates the chromosome 

for initial population randomly by keeping the track of minimum and maximum value 

of each attribute. Whereas implementation II generated the chromosomes for initial 

population by keeping track of minimum and maximum value of each attribute and the 

frequency of values occurring in the dataset.   To see the effect of this change for initial 

population generation we have plotted a graph for fitness of initial chromosomes i.e. 

the rules of generation 1.  
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Figure 21. Fitness of rules of initial population for implementation I and II on 

quake dataset 

            Figure 21 illustrates the fitness of initial population generated by 

implementation I and implementation II on quake dataset. From this figure we can 

conclude that the rules generated as initial population from implementation II has 

higher fitness value than compared to that of implementation I .Which was the main 

goal of the changes that were introduced in implementation II. So from this conclusion 

we can say that implementation II takes more time in execution but generates more 

interesting rules.  

 

6.2 Comparison of proposed approach with existeing 

approach 

            Next, to compare our proposed algorithm implementation I and implementation 

II with previously known algorithms we have plotted the comparison bar graphs. Where 

we have compared our results with four previously known algorithms that are 

EARMGA, GENAR, MODENAR and MOPNAR. Theory regarding these algorithms 

have been discussed in the literature survey chapter. We have compared our algorithm 

on the basis of number of rules these algorithms have generated at min. Support count 

of 0.5, Average of Support count of the rules that are generated by these algorithms.               

For comparison we have taken four datasets from the Keel dataset repository that are 

Quake, Pollution, Stocks and Stulong. The values of different parameters i.e. Number 

of rules, average support and average confidence for previously known algorithm have 
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been taken from the literature [17] and that is compared with the results generated by 

implementing proposed algorithms.  

 

 

Figure 22. Comparison of proposed algorithm with existing on basis of no. of 

rules generated 

  

 Quake Pollution Stulong Stocks 

EARMGA 100 100 92.6 100 

GENAR 30 30 30 30 

MODENAR 63.3 34.4 63.2 63.8 

MOPNAR 54.6 45 73.6 82.4 

Proposed I 45 38 68 64 

Proposed II 47 42 72 67 

Table 10 : Number of rules generated by different algorithms 

 

           Figure 22 is the graphical plot of data presented in table 10 collected from 

[14][16][17]. This bar plot illustrate the comparison between various previously known 

algorithms with the proposed algorithm of our work on the basis of number of rules 

these algorithms generated with different datasets. From this plot we can conclude that 

implementation I and implementation II have generated less number of rules as 

compared to EARMGA, MODENAR and MOPNAR.  
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Figure 23. Comparison of proposed algorithm with existing on basis of Average 

Support of rules generated 

 

 

Avg. Support Quake Pollution Stulong Stocks 

EARMGA 0.27 0.25 0.27 0.37 

GENAR 0.55 0.22 0.88 0.29 

MODENAR 0.36 0.27 0.52 0.48 

MOPNAR 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.31 

Proposed I 0.42 0.34 0.31 0.34 

Proposed II 0.47 0.41 0.35 0.42 

Table 11: Average Support of different algorithms 

  

           Figure 23 is the graphical plot of data presented in table 11 collected from 

[14][16][17]. This bar plot illustrate the average support of rules generated by different 

algorithms on different datasets. Higher average support of rules is a desirable 

parameter, as higher value of support count indicates the more interesting rules. As per 

the plot shown it can be concluded that implementation I and implementation II results 

in better average support count than EARMGA, MODENAR, MOPNAR. Which 

signify that rules generated by implementation I and implementation II are more 

interesting than the rules generated by previous algorithms.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

  

7.1 CONCLUSION 

In the following dissertation work we have studied and analyzed the problem of 

association rule mining for numeric datasets. As processing numeric dataset for getting 

information is a tedious and computationally complex task because of the nature of the 

data we have to deal with. Main challenges that we come across while starting with the 

process of association rule mining for numeric dataset was the huge number of expected 

rule that will be generated by numeric dataset. Therefore, we needed a technique which 

run for many solutions in parallel so that we can process huge number of rules and also 

have the tendency of improving its solution by itself so that more interesting rules can 

be generated. The pre-existing technique that follow these criteria is genetic algorithm. 

Which has the property of running for solution in parallel and improving their own 

solution in each iteration i.e. generation in terms of genetic algorithm. Therefore we 

have decided to solve the problem of association rule mining with genetic algorithm.  

     In this dissertation work we have proposed two approaches for mining numeric 

association rule using genetic algorithm and both the algorithms are implemented and 

analyzed using keel repository datasets. After implementation and analysis we can 

conclude that genetic algorithm is a good approach to be used for mining numeric 

association rule, as it analyze multiple rules together at a time from a population which 

decreases the probability of getting stuck in a local optimal solution which might occur 

while using any other traditional technique which works on analyzing single rule at a 

time. Further, in each iteration best rules are more refined and new random rules joined 

the population which makes the scenario continuous improving i.e. even if we have 

started from a random initial population of rules but with each iterations rules get 

improved. Rather than using traditional methods for optimization i.e. derivative 

function, fitness functions are used for optimization which makes the optimization task 

more efficient.    
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7.2 FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In the current work we have focused only on generating association rules from testing 

datasets. It is still a long way to go for using this solution in real life scenario. To 

improve the current solution and embedding that solution to real world problem various 

research opportunities could be: 

1. Genetic algorithm is a robust technique for handling NP Hard problems and as 

association rule mining is also an NP Hard problem therefore we can say that 

we are going in correct direction. But it is still a long way to go as the size of 

the dataset increases more refine operators and fitness function have to be used. 

The future research direction for this work would be to develop more refined 

operators that could be used for better results 

2. Further Genetic algorithm can be applied to many real world problem some of 

which are discussed in [34][35].We would like to test our proposed work on 

similar kind of real world problem.  

3. While working on the implementations we realized that if this algorithm is 

implemented in a parallel environment it can give much better results that with 

less execution time. Hence in future we would like to implement this algorithm 

in a parallel environment.                 

4. Moreover in the current work we have only concentered on IF-THEN rules, In 

future we would like to implement genetic algorithm for mining IF –THEN, 

ELSE rules.  

5. Also one of the issue with the proposed algorithm is that with the increase in the 

size of dataset the efficiency of the algorithm degrades i.e. proposed algorithms 

are not scalable enough. Therefore study regarding scalability of such algorithm 

can also be the future research direction of this work.  

All these are future research directions that we want to follow for further work on same 

subject. 
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Appendix A 

Various interestingness parameters that can be used for association rule mining are:  

• Support : Count(A  B)/N  

• Confidence : Support(A  B)/Support(A) 

• Comprehensibility: Log(1+|B|)/log(1+|A  B|) 

• Interestingness: confidence(A) * Confidence(B) * (1-Support(A  B)/No. of 

tuples in database) 

• Amplitude of interval: (Max(A) – Min(A))/tradeoff constant  

• Relative Confidence : Support(A  B)- Support(A) * Support(B) 

/Support(A)(1-Support(Y)) 

• Performance : Support * Confidence 

• Lift : Confidence(A-> B) /SUP(B) 

• Precision: Count(A∩ B)/|A| 

• Coverage: Count(A∩ B)/|B| 

• Generality: Count(A ∩B)/|No. of tuples|  

• Leverage :  P(B|A) – P(A)*P(B) 

• OddsRatio: 
𝑃(𝐴𝐵)∗𝑃(∽𝐴𝐵)

𝑃(𝐴(∽𝐵))∗𝑃(∽𝐴𝐵)
 

•  Conviction =  P(A)P(~B)/P(A~B) 


